I INTRODUCTION
THIS PAPER focuses on the influence exerted by two well-kn industrial districts in the automobile and motorcycle industry on the development of other industrial districts.More precisely,it focuses on the Higashi-mikawa district,which is sandwiched between the districts of Toyota-the center of automobile production for Toyotaand the Hamamatsu district-the center of motorcycle production for Honda,Suzuki and Yamaha-and analyzes the development of mechanical engineering there,with particular emphasis on the development of small and medium-sized enterprises(SMEs).The Higashi-mikawa district itself can be said to form an industrial district, though it is far smaller in scale than either the Hamamatsu or Toyota districts,and if anything can be said to have developed under their influence.A further characteristic of this district it that it manufactures In the past,SMEs have been regarded as a weak sector of industry, which needs to be protected.They have,however,succeeded in growing and developing in the midst of changing market conditions.The reason that SMEs were able to survive lay in the flexibility which enabled them to participate in a division of labor in areas where they did not need to pursue economies of scale(compared with the large enterprises),and to weather the changes in the economic climate.The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the dynamics of the growth of these SMEs,and their relationship with the industrial districts in which they are located. was the relationship with the mechanical engineering industry of the district that made it possible for these two firms to achieve their strategic growth objectives? On the other hand,however,it is not always the case that an industrial district bestows benefits on the firms located within it.I shall finally introduce another interesting case where changes in the mechanical engineering industry in the industrial district affected the corporate strategy of the enterprise. If we refer to Table1,which shows(for establishments with at least4 workers)the changes in the number of manufacturing establishments and number of workers in the Higashi-mikawa district,we see that in 1980there were1,622firms,with38,237workers,engaged in the iron and steel,non-ferrous metals,metal products,machinery,electrical equipment,transport equipment and precision equipment business.In 1995,the number of establishments had fallen to1,264,but the number of workers,on the other hand,had increased to50,385.Textiles and craft products,which had accounted for a major share of the total in the earlier period,declined steadily,and we can see clearly that there a shift to heavy and chemical industry had taken place. The manufacturing activities of the firms which led the mechanical engineering and metalworking industry in Toyohashi at this time were stimulated by the presence of the Toyokawa Naval Arsenal ,and the _saki Naval Airfield.These firms,together with a large number of subcontractors,were mainly responsible for the production of aircraft parts,machine guns,and ammunition.However,the majority of factories were destroyed in the bombing immediately prior to the end of World War II,and once the war ended the naval arsenal was closed. Immediately after the end of the war there was some production of cutlery such as forks and spoons,of agricultural implements,and of household goods such as can openers,dry battery cases,and safety razors,but as the postwar recovery proceeded,the production of parts in their specialized field was placed on a firmer footing,and expanded into looms,agricultural implements(not only hoes and sickles, but also spraying equipment,hulling and threshing machines etc.),metal products (bearings,vehicles,valves,etc.),sewing machines,cameras, and food processing equipment.The parts production technology that had been developed during the war was preserved in the postwar period, making possible the birth of a large number of mechanical engineering and metalworking factories,minute in scale though they were.These firms gradually forged links with manufacturers in Hamamatsu,Toyota, Kariya,and Nagoya,and thus succeeded in expanding into the manufacture of parts for the automobile and motorcycle industries. to firms in the Higashi-mikawa district.Firms were invited to set up on the former site of the naval arsenal,and in a very short time the site became home to a major industrial estate.The optical business that had been part of the arsenal's activities was taken over by Chiyoda Kogaku which continued to operate and develop in the district.It later changed its name to Minolta,and is now part of the Konica Minolta group.
In this way,the formation of an industrial district in Higashi-mikawa, and its subsequent shift into the heavy and chemical engineering sector owes much to the influence in the prewar period of the Toyokawa Naval Arsenal,and in the postwar period of the development of the sewing machine,motorcycle and automobile industries in the surrounding region.Let us now consider the historical development of two typical firms which,against the above background,developed respectively from a small smithy,and a backstreet workshop,to grow into small/medium enterprises.
2.Responding to large-scale mass production enterprises the growth and development of Musashi Seimitsu Industry Co.,Ltd.
Musashi Seimitsu,with its head office in Toyohashi,is engaged in the manufacture and sale of transport equipment8.The group as a whole has some8,000employees,with7domestic and11overseas production plants(as of March2006 The period from the firm's foundation to defeat in the war was the era dominated by its founder,Yoshiharu Otsuka.Otsuka was born in 1905in what is now Toyohashi City.In1919,at the height of the World War I economic boom,he left higher elementary school in his second year,without graduating,and became an apprentice at the Osaki Machine Works in Gotanda,Tokyo.When that firm closed down in 1926he moved to the Kato Machine Works in Shinagawa,Tokyo(a designated supplier for the National Railways),and in1929to the Nakajima Aircraft Corporation.In1938he set up the Otsuka Seisakusho in Shinagawa with5employees,and equipment consisting of3milling machines,5lathes,2drilling machines and other necessary tools.The firm's first order,received from Ishiwata Machine Works(a successor to the former Osaki Machine Works),was for aircraft propeller retainers.
In1939the firm moved to Sekimae in Musashino City,within1.5 kilometers of the Musashino Plant of the Nakajima Aircraft Company. This is the origin of the firm's present title,Musashi Seiki.The first order the firm received here was from Nakajima,for aircraft engine carburetor air control shafts.Other firms had also been given orders for these pats,but such was the quality of Musashi Seiki's product that thereafter they were awarded all the orders.Their record was so good that they started to receive orders for parts vital to the aircraft engine's While collecting information in order to find work to replace sewing machine parts manufacture they became aware that the Honda Motor Co.was selling motorcycles that were very popular with the younger generation.Yoshiharu Otsuka,the firm's founder,decided to visit Honda.When he did so,he met an old acquaintance,Hiroshi Takeshima, whom he had known when he,Otsuka,was working as a foreman in the machine shop at Nakajima Aircraft.Takeshima at that time was a design engineer seconded to Nakajima Aircraft from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry(now METI).This reunion was to prove a major turning point for Musashi Seimitsu.Takeshima was now Manager of the Honda Hamamatsu plant,and through him Otsuka was able to meet Soichiro Honda,the company's President.
Otsuka obtained interest-free finance of\10million from Soichiro Honda,which enabled him to modernize his machinery and equipment. However,instead of outsourcing drive gears to Musashi Seimitsu, Honda's Suzuka plant decided to cut the parts themselves,using a German Schutte six-spindle automatic,since they could thereby cut their costs by\5per gear.In response,Musashi reduced their cost by reducing the amount of cold forging and milling required,by pre forging the parts(roughly forging the parts in a press beforehand to drastically reduce the amount of cutting required),a process rarely used at the time.In the course of introducing this procedure,Musashi Seimitsu realized the benefits to be obtained by not only undertaking the processing,but by integrating the manufacturing procedure from the raw material stage through to the finished product,and were able to put forging technology on a firm basis within their own plant.Later,when Honda went into the production of four-wheeled vehicles,Musashi were able to undertake the manufacture of parts for these,concentrating particularly on suspension system parts.
In1976the
company established Kyushu Musashi Seimitsu in Kumamoto,on the island of Kyushu.This was a result of an invitation from Honda,who were concentrating their motorcycle production in Kumamoto,and setting up a base of operations there to oversee and supply both their domestic and overseas operations.This resulted in a division of labor,with motorcycles being manufactured in Kyushu,and four-wheeled vehicles in Toyohashi.Kyushu Musashi pushed forward with their integrated production of parts,from raw materials through to the finished product.Further,in1978,they began to do business with Ford of America,selling ball joints,their main product.This prompted them to expand into the United States,establishing a plant in Battle Creek,Michigan.In1987,again at the invitation of Honda,they set up a plant in Thailand and started production of parts for Honda motorcycles there.This was followed by expansion into the U.K.(1993), Indonesia and Brazil(1996) ,and Canada(1997).
3.High-mix low-volume production•|the Case of Nagata Tekko Nagata Tekko Co.,Ltd.(hereafter referred to as Nagata Tekko)is a specialized gear wheel manufacturer located in the town of Kozakai in Hoi County10.Its main business is the manufacture and sale of precision gear wheels,the manufacture and sale of specialized machine tools,and the heat treatment of metals.When the firm was founded its factory was located in the city of Toyohashi,but in1961expansion of its plant prompted the move to its present location.1946is reported as the date of its foundation,but it had as a predecessor a metalworking business founded before World War II by the present firm's founder(the father of the firm's current President)who was born in1907.At present Nagata Tekko is capitalized at\72.5million,has150employees(of whom20 are women),and an annual turnover of\3.5billion.Its main customers are Kubota Corporation,Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd.,Hitachi Ltd., Ebara Corporation,Sumitomo Heavy Industries,Ltd.,Harmonic Drive Systems Inc,and Nidec Corporation,which together account for some 50%of the firm's annual sales.They say,however that they try to let no single firm account for over25%of their business.They deal annually with about150separate customers,extending from Akita Prefecture in the north of the country to Kagoshima in the south.
The founder's family were blacksmiths by trade,and it is said that he learned his trade there before striking out on his own.When the founder was drafted into the armed forces he found his employees jobs with other factories,sold off his equipment,and closed his factory.In the army he served as a machinist,and on demobilization in1945,restarted under this law,a firm had to submit practical plans for investment in equipment and the modernization of management.If these were approved by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry(MITI, now METI),the firm would be eligible to receive funding from financial institutions(the Japan Development Bank or the Japan Finance Corporation for Small Business).The founder's son-in-law,Eiichi Kosaka,who had been working for Takashimaya,an old-established department store,since graduating from Keio University,joined the firm with responsibility for accounts and management,and was involved in drawing up these plans.By receiving designation under this law,Nagata Tekko says that they were able(1)to obtain the funds required to concentrate their investments on gear production,(2)to establish a favorable position vis-a-vis commercial financial institutions,(3)to lay out long-term management policy for the firm by drawing up practical plans,and(4)to accumulate internal reserves,thanks to the special depreciation system permitted under the law.Thanks to these internal reserves,they were able to purchase high quality inspection equipment, the data obtained from which was to be indispensable for raising confidence in the quality of their product.
By1961the
firm had completed its conversion into a specialized gear wheel manufacturer,and started actively purchasing under a5-year plan.They later established a heat treatment plant(1966)and a gear grinding division (1968) .In1973they actively expanded the gear grinding division and began thread and rack grinding.While pushing ahead with the repair and modernization of their manufacturing and heat treatment plants,they completed the development of equipment for grinding very small gears(1996),constructed a dedicated machinery maintenance plant(1998),and set up a separate division for the grinding of small gear wheels(2001). We can discern here a relationship between the pattern of dealings with large companies and the direction of development of the small and medium-sized enterprise.Musashi Seimitsu can be said to have defined the route that its expansion would take by becoming a powerful cooperating supplier for Honda.This route was that of mass production and increasing scale.Committing themselves to the motorcycle and automobile industry,with its rapid growth and its furious pace of model changes,implied that Musashi Seimitsu would choose the option of enlarging its scale with a system of mass production enabling it to supply parts at low cost.The Japanese car market,however,is characterized by diversity and a wide range of models.The firm therefore cut its costs by being one of the first to adopt the method of first forming the gear teeth by forging-an unusual process at the time -and then machining the parts where precision was demanded.At the same time it chose not to create a production line for the chain of processes from forging through machining,heat treatment(carburizing and quenching),grinding,assembly,through to inspection and dispatch. By having each process complete in itself,as it were,the firm was able to avoid the inefficiencies that arise when an increase in the variety of lots on a production line makes tooling changes necessary.Further,great emphasis was placed on increasing the efficiency of the forging process, and a great deal of experience and know-how was accumulated.This is a process where heated steel is forged,and the firm has aimed to speed up this process through the combination of human skills and machinery. It is reported that the bevel gears manufactured in the firm's main factory by the pre-forging process are delivered in approximately equal quantities to Honda and to Ford12. 
2.Corporate growth within an industrial district
The reason that Nagata Tekko,even while moving towards becoming a specialized gear manufacturer,avoided excessive dependence on a particular industry or firm was in order to spread the risk of a sudden decrease in demand.The strategy that Nagata Tekko adopted to respond to the diverse orders from its customers was to use the network of firms with the industrial district.During the period of rapid economic growth it was possible for an employee to set up an independent firm with just one or two lathes.Many of the employees of Nagata Tekko were the younger sons of farming families who had come out to the city to work, instead of remaining on the farm.They would then,it is said,build flimsy barrack-like workshops and go into business for themselves.A Nagata representative would go round these small workshops delivering raw materials and collecting the finished product.
At present Nagata Tekko outsources:(1)lathe work,(2)heat treatment,(3)transport,(4)gears(finished products),and (5) 
IV BY WAY OF A CONCLUSION:THE BENEFITS AND LIMITS OF THE INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
This paper has discussed the growth of two contrasting SMEs that originated in the same industrial district.One of them was a case where the firm increased in scale by linking its own growth to its relationship with a particular industry and a particular firm.The other made skilful use of the local network,diversified its customer base,and grew into a specialized manufacturer by using as a weapon a highly diversified product range.They were sandwiched between two industrial districts, in both of which manufacturing industry was developing rapidly.In order to respond to the demand from these districts the role played by the Higashi-mikawa industrial district was highly significant,in terms of the history of both their birth and their development.
However,it must be pointed out that,even though the industrial district analyzed in this paper provided an important basis supporting the independence of small and medium-sized enterprises,it did not invariably provide benefits.As we saw above,a large number of small and minute enterprises are competing for subcontracting work .If the metabolism as a whole is active,then this will no doubt be important for the development of small and medium-sized enterprises.However,the example that we shall consider below,that of the Nakamura Gear& Machinery Corporation shows us that this is not always the case.
The Nakamura Gear&Machinery Corporation(hereafter'Nakamura Seiki')is a manufacturer of a range of automobile gear parts,based in the Higashi-mikawa industrial district.It was established in1955with a capital of\20million,and an annual turnover in2005of\9.2billion.Its main products are AT gears,speedometer gears,and gears for electronic equipment and industrial machinery.Its main customers include Aisin Aw Co.,Ltd.,Aishin Seiki Co.,Ltd.,Aishin AI Co.,Ltd.,Aishin Kiko Co.,Ltd.,and Kayaba Manufacturing Co.,Ltd..For products in small lots(jigs and products)it uses some30subcontractors.These are small workshops with2or3employees,some of which are run by former employees of the previous President who went independent with a single lathe.Nowadays,however,the high cost of equipment is said to have made this route to independence extremely difficult.
Originally,the only work that Nakamura Seiki carried out in-house was the grinding of gear teeth,but they are now apparently pushing forward with integrated production,and have recently constructed a factory for this purpose.This is because,as the automatic gearbox becomes the norm in the automobile,and high-precision gears become necessary,this level of precision cannot be obtained by improving the precision of their own processes alone.To produce high-precision products,a specific level of technical expertise is necessary at every stage of the manufacturing process.It is necessary,in other words,for the technical level of the subcontractors within the industrial district,to whom a variety of processes are being outsourced,to be constantly maintained at a specific high level.
In other words,there is no guarantee that the unique externalities possessed by the industrial district,that Alfred Marshall pointed out in the past,will be consistently and permanently present.If the division of labor within the industrial district becomes impossible,in cases like that of Nagata Tekko,described above,a major revision of their strategy is likely to be unavoidable.If we consider the constraints inherent in the historical background of the development of the industrial district we have discussed here the establishment of mechanical engineering thanks to orders from the naval arsenal,and the postwar development thanks to increasing demand from outside the district it would have been possible for no close division of labor relations to have developed within the district.The extent to which horizontal relationships have formed and developed within the industrial district is a topic which should be considered in future research.
The existence of industrial districts containing large numbers of small and medium-sized enterprises was an essential factor supporting
